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Asian stereotypesstill blinding West
by Charles Turner
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filmmaker-in-residence Dang Nhat Minh. From the 1988 Film Festival series, "Vietnam:
The Strangers Meet," an examination of the war from the points of view of the United
States, France and Vietnam.

Derek

Davies, outspoken editor-
in-chief of the Far Eastern Eco-
nomic Review, opened his term

as the East-West Center's George
Chaplin Scholar-in-Residence recently
with a strong plea for better under-
standing of Asia-Pacific affairs.
The Hong Kong-based journalist told

a standing room only audience at the
1mm Center-Jefferson Hall's Keoni Au-
ditorium:
"As long as East Asia of today and

the foreseeable future continues to be
judged by irrelevant ideological stan-
dards, as long as the emerging societies
and economies of East Asia continue to
be stuck with outdated, alien labels and
placed into Western political pigeon
holes, the West will continue to fail to
understand what is happening in the
fastest growing region in the world:'
Davies said that too often, Westerners

perceive the Asia-Pacific region "in
terms of power struggles...caused by
proud tyrants or by old men who have
had their day hanging on to power."
"East Asia should not be judged in

the light of ideals and ideologies," he
said.
The world-traveled 57-year-old jour-

nalist, who has had considerable diplo-
matic experience, reminded his
audience at the outset of his lecture
that both China and the Soviet Union
"have recognized that their system
needs massive reform."
"Approaches have been made to the

West, and now we expect a Sino-Soviet
summit in the spring," he said.
He wondered, however, whether the

West would be ready for what may lie
ahead.

"Affairs in East Asia are changing fast,
not only in China. Taiwan is relaxing;
contacts with the Mainland are prolifer-
ative," he said.
"South Korea is taking on a more

confident international role after the
Olympics vis-a-vis North Korea, China

and Moscow. Japan is at least beginning
to show signs of realizing that economic
power brings global responsibilities and
reciprocal duties."
Noting that the United States is on

the verge of a presidential election, he
asked:
"Will the policymaker of the West be

flexible and confident enough to
respond?"
He answered his own question by

saying:
"Perhaps not," and recalled the

difficulty that the Soviet Union has had
with flexibility:
"For years the Kremlinologists argued

that the Soviet system could not
produce a Gorbachev. They spent a lot
of time denying his sincerity when he
did emerge, and still today many right
wing ideologues reckon it is a put-up
job, much as their political forebears
denied there had been a rift in Sino-
Soviet relations in 1960."
Davies, who opened his talk by point-

ing out how the popular American car-
toon "Doonesbury" had lampooned the
U.S. presidential campaign, said he be-
lieves the "tenor of the U.S. presidential
debate does not encourage hope, as the
candidates vie by doubting each other's
patriotism or devotion to military
spending."

"It seems as if the West cannot free it-
self of built-in attitudes, just as the East
is-trying to, and peace may depend
upon some imaginative response," he
said.
Davies gave a detailed background

report on how major countries of East
Asia came to their present political
status.
He noted that in the past 25 years,

the countries have shuffled off old dog-
mas and ideologies and moved toward
"a pragmatic, middle-of-the-road ap-
proach to the problem of development
much more in tune with the Confucian
Golden Mean."

continued on page 2

Humans, not Agent Orange, killing Vietnam's forests
A leading Vietnamese botanist says it
isn't Agent Orange that has caused the
most damage to his country's forests,
but poor logging and farming practices
by his countrymen.

Le Trong Cuc, an ecologist and expert
on Vietnam's trees and agriculture, says
land clearing and burning, along with
logging, have hurt his country's forests
as much as the war.
Cuc made his comments in a recently

released paper, "Agroforestry Practices
in Vietnam," which he wrote while
serving as a visiting fellow for the
Center's Environment and Policy Insti-
tute. He has since returned to Hanoi,
where he serves as vice-chairman of
Vietnam's Resources and Environment
Research Programme and vice-director
of the Center for Resources Manage-
ment and Environmental Studies at
Hanoi University.
Cuc said that Vietnam was once vir-

tually covered by tropical forests, but

that since the mid-1940s its forestry as-
sets have declined from approximately
35 million acres to 18 million acres.
Restoration is urgently needed, he said
Nearly 5 million acres of forest

suffered damage from chemicals
dropped by air or plowed into the
ground during the Vietnam War. The
majority of that damage came from
Agent Orange and its chemical compan
ion, Agent White. In all, about 100 mil-
lion pounds of active herbicidal
ingredients were dumped on the Viet-
namese landscape during the war.
Although the damage was devastat-

ing, Cuc said it is not the major cause
of the decline in Vietnam's forest
resources. He put much of the blame
on the country's ethnic minorities,
whose practice of forest clearing by fire
has degraded more than 10.5 million
acres of forestry land over the past 40
years.

Uncontrolled exploitation of the
forests by the state, the cooperatives
and private individuals have added to
the devastation. Cuc said none of the
three followed "procedures for environ-
mental conservation nor do they respect
land use decisions. Such intensive ex-
traction has not allowed recovery of
degraded forests," he added. "In some
areas, forests are continuously exploited
with little time for restoration."
Cuc said Vietnam urgently needs re-

form if it is to maintain its forests and
sustain its production of food crops. He
called for closure of protected forests
and made specific recommendations for
Vietnam's midlands, including resettle-
ment of families presently cultivating
too high up on the steep slopes or in-
side protected areas.
Other steps should involve research

into "regreening" the barren hills and
reforesting useless grasslands, as well
as greater efficiency in fire prevention

and fire fighting. Cuc warned, however,
that unless population growth is con-
trolled there will be "increasing pres-
sure on land for greater production of
staples and more intensive cropping of
soil for export crops."
Cuc also warned that "inappropriate"

techniques of shifting cultivation should
not be used on hilly land, referring to
the practice of stripping forests of their
foliage, drying out the limbs and leaves
and setting them afire.
Although the procedure, now used in

lowlands, provides fine ash for the ini-
tial crops, the soil soon is exhausted of
nutrients and farmers move on to other
areas, compounding the problem. Cuc
termed such practices as "primitive"
and an "obstacle to expansion of
agricultural production. The balance be-
tween the natural capability of forest-
lands and human needs has been lost,"
he said.
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Derek Davies on 'Why the West misunderstands the East'
continued from page 1

"This happened from both ends of
the Western-style political spectrum;' he
said.
"The various forms of socialism were

found not to produce either the peace
or the wealth which could be distribut-
ed on an egalitarian basis:'
As an example, he cited Singapore's

socialist government, which "moved

quickly to set up an entrepreneurial
society:'

said, noting that country was "written
off by Washington" after the Vietnam
War, as well as by Singapore's Lee Kuan
bw and "many other domino-
heoristsP
Davies said changes which have come

about in the current generation have
mandated a change in how East Asian
countries should be categorized.
"The comfortable pigeon-holing of

countries and systems no longer works,
is no longer even relevant to the social
and political structures which are still

emerging in East Asia;' he said.
"The process has happened most dra-

matically in China where the Marxists
are busily rewriting Mao's version of 7/ic George Chap/in Scholar-in-Residence

Marxism-Leninism and concluding that program, supported by an endowment from
China must go through the historical Duty Free Shoppers Group Limited, annu-

experience of capitalism and postpone ally invites a distinguished author or jour-
its aim of achieving socialism;' he said. ualist to the East-West Center. John Hughes,
He said that China's "commodity a Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist and cdi-

economy must last at least another 100 br of The Christian Science Monitor,

years, as Zhao Ziyang told last year's was the Chaplin scholar in 1987.

13th Party Congress George Chiplin Scholar-in-Residence Derek Davies, left, with George Chaplin. The program is named after George
Davies said that economic success in - Chaplin, who retired as editor-in-chief of

once-authoritarian states has resulted in Indonesia is trying to achieve a "liber- more imaginative approach to the The Honolulu Advertiser in 1986 after a

educated middle classes, "people who alization" of its regime by making its North;' he added, distinguished 50-year career in newspapers.
are not content with only increasing ruling party more representative, allow- Discussing Taiwan, he said that Chaplin, who continues to write for the

their purchasing power." ing greater freedom of debate in the government weathered similar crises Advertiser as a contributing editor, is

He pointed to the overthrow of Presi- press and dismantling its military secu- during the "Chiang Dynasty" by taking chairman of the Board of Governors of the

dent Marcos in the Philippines, which rity apparatus, he said. steps to end martial law, allowing oppo- Fast-West Center. He was an early advocate

he said "sent ripples around the South Korea has made "massive con- sition parties to function, permitting of Fast-West business and cultural exchanges

region;' and resulted in frightened cessions to the pressures mounted by greater freedom of debate and in the and has traveled extensively, writing about

governments such as those in Malaysia student demonstrators' demands for press, and resuming trade contacts and contemporary issues around the world, par-
and Singapore making "paranoid at- greater freedoms;' as well as recogniz- visits to Mainland China. ticularly about Asia and the Pacific.

tempts to clamp the lid on what we ing opposition parties, showing greater "The trail-blazing country in
would call democracy:' respect for human rights and "even a Southeast Asia has been Thailand;' he
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An English teacher befriends a
'From the sky.

English falls down"

These words are on the cover of Peter
lizuka's latest book on English-language
teaching. They express his feeling that
English-or any other foreign language
-should be picked up through repeat-
ed and pleasurable exposure, not
through intense study. This philosophy
makes lizuka, a 1967 Center alum and
director of the Tokyo Institute for
Research in English Language Educa-
tion, something of a maverick in Japan,
where English instruction has typically
employed memorization and translation
of literary texts. In contrast, lizuka
favors nursery rhymes and-good
grief!-Snoopy and the rest of the
Peanuts gang.

lizuka, who visited the Center in
November, introduced his first Snoopy
language instruction materials in 1985.
Meant to entertain while teaching, they
are based on a selection of 100 cartoon
strips from the Peanuts series by
Charles M. Schulz. The materials are
presented in sets combining a booklet
and audio tape. The booklet features
Schulz's drawings, and the text is
presented in the "sandwich" method
developed by lizuka: the Japanese line
is sandwiched between the repeated
English translation. The accompanying
tapes are produced in the same way.
Although originally produced for chil-

dren, the effectiveness of the materials
has convinced lizuka that they should
be offered to students through high
school. Some older students are already
using the tapes, and "have been caught
in their other classes listening to the
Snoopy tapes with their walkman ear-
phones hidden in their hair!" he said.
The students' enthusiasm is confirma-

tion of the international appeal of the
Peanuts characters. Jizuka has written
that Schulz' "rather conservative Ameri-
can Protestant faith seems to be the
tonic of the...cartoons, and yet Snoopy
is also loved by the peoples of the

Communist-block and many other non-
Christian countries and communities:'
But not everything about the Peanuts

gang fits in Japan. According to lizuka,
"Linus is spiritually much higher than
his sister Lucy;' who in one strip can't
decide whether to slug her little brother
or return to Sunday school. Such a
dominant sister comes as a shock in
Japanese culture, he said.
The popularity of the innovative

materials doesn't surprise lizuka, who
said traditional teaching methods aren't
working. "The typical college graduate
in Japan has had 10 years of English
language instruction and still can't un-
derstand spoken English, read fast or
write well:' The situation, he said, is

AlumniHappenings'
Supatra Masdit Kesornsuk (0G.
1976-78) has been appointed minister in
the prime minister's office of the Thai
Government, becoming the only female
to hold a ministerial appointment in the
government ... David Finkeistein (ISI
1961-63), a free-lance writer in New
York City, recently published Greater
Nowheres: A Journey Through the Aus-
tralian Bush (Harper and Row), which
documents the author's several thou-
sand mile jaunt through the wild,
harsh Australian Outback. The book
has received excellent reviews
Charles R. Backus (ISI 1967-68) has
been named director of the Syracuse
University Press. Backus was previously
acquisitions editor at the University
Press of New England ... Samir Das
(ISI 1966-68), group vice president with
United Breweries in Bangalore, is now
appearing in Marquis' 1988 edition of
Who's Who in the World ... Carol Lud-
wig (IS! 1966-67) is the new director of
the USIA Foreign Press Centers. She
oversees operations in Washington,
D.C., New York and Los Angeles.
Ian Ambury Miller Prior (EWPI 81), a
doctor of medicine in the University of
New Zealand, has received the
honorary degree of Doctor of Science

from Victoria University of Wellington
for his research on major health
problems faced by people in New
Zealand		 . Riley Kelly Lee (1CC
1984-86), an internationally acclaimed
shakuhachi master, recently presented a
recital of music for the Japanese flute at
the Honolulu Academy of Arts ... Bill
Cody (OG 1969-71) is Oregon's new
trade representative in Japan. He notes
that his field study at the Center al-
lowed him to live with a family in Kyo-
to, which remains "a second family to
me."	 Pi-chong Su (OG 1982-84),
associate professor of English at Nation-
al Kaoshiung Teachers College in Tai-
wan, earned the 1988 Outstanding
College Teacher Award ... Karen
Watson-Gegeo (EWCLI 1983), associate
professor of English as a Second Lan-
guage at the University of Hawaii,
received an Excellence in Teaching
Award ... Ann Auman (EWCI 1980-82)
has assumed the post of college rela-
tions director for the College of Busi-
ness Administration at the University of
Hawaii ... William Armbruster (OG
1971-73), formerly world trade editor
with The Journal of Commerce in New
York, is now senior correspondent for
that paper.

beagle
')Kids all over the world are waiting
for the Easter Beagle!
uU®'4tL'M!
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An example from Iizuka's language text.

much as it was more than 20 years ago
when lizuka came to the East-West
Center after nine years teaching at a
Japanese high school.

"I came to the Center in 1965 to study
innovative teaching methods," said lizu-
ka. "But when I went back to Japan I
found they didn't work well in the rigid
public school system." He soon left the
public schools and began teaching En-
glish to young children-two years old
and up. "They are the hardest to 'teach'
but the best at picking up language," he
said. Based on this experience and
others teaching in private schools and
working with graduate students, lizuka
developed what he has described as a
"more effective, learner-centered" ap-
proach to English instruction.
His success has brought him visibility,

and he was recently asked by the En-
glish language newspaper The Japan
Times to present the argument for in-

)You can't disappoint all those kids!
tfr5'

'Why not? It'll be good for 'em..
It'll prepare 'em for adulthood...
1\L\U'tSOø,

Izu/

troducing American teaching assistants
into English language classes in Japan.
Their introduction, as part of the Japan
Exchange and Teaching (JET) Program,
has been controversial. But in his article
lizuka argued that only through ex-
posure to native English speakers will
Japanese students develop truly fluent
oral skills. "Many people agree that
Japan needs more and more interna-
tionalization.. and yet it seems to me
that English classes...are among the
most uninternationalized activities" in
Japan, he wrote.

Despite some resistance, both the
government and industry are backing
the JET program, said lizuka. And even
the public school system is showing
signs of relaxing its rigid curriculum.
Who knows, maybe it will even start
using the Snoopy materials. As Linus
might put it, "Kids all over Japan are
waiting for Peter lizuka!"
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EWCA board members pledge leadership, commitment
Last spring, EWCA members voted for	 r	 .'
the new EWCA Executive Board mem-
bers. These new members were for-
mally installed during the International
Alumni Conference in Bali. In this is-
sue, Alumnews profiles the four officers
of the new Board. Future issues will
profile the rest of the Board.

Sachio SinnoLo, Chairman
Semmoto is the senior vice president

of DDI, Ltd., a major private telecom-
munications company in Japan. He took
the lead in building the new company,
which was formally dedicated on Oc-
tober 7, 1988.
Semmoto participated in a summer

seminar in the Communications Insti-
tute at the Center in 1978 and was also
a Fuibright exchange student. He
received his M.S. and Ph.D. in electrical
engineering from the Universities of
Wisconsin and Florida.
About his work with the EWCA, he

says, "The EWCA can play an impor-
tant role in the emerging information
era. I will make every effort to achieve
this goal. My immediate objectives as
chair are to further strengthen the rela-
tionship between the Association and
the Center and to increase the recogni-
tion of the Center and the Association
as important contributors to the emerg-
ing Pacific Era. Long live the East-West
Center!"

Cynthia Ai, Vice Chair for Resource De-
velopment
Cynthia Ai was vice president of the

previous board and chaired the 1985
fund raising campaign and the auctions
in 1986 and 1987. She is an attorney-at-
law and president of East/West Enter-
prises, Inc. She was an M.A. student in
art history in ISI from 1965 to 1967. Ai
has visited 10 alumni chapters during
her tenure on the board in order to
gather information about and to stimu-
late alumni activities.
In commenting on her relationship to

the Association, she notes that "par-
ticipating on the Board has been my ex-
pression of gratitude for the education,
intercultural experiences and the lasting
friendships gained while I was a grant-
ee. We on the Board will seek to de-
velop substantive programs of value,
interest and concern to the Center and
its alumni. We will also continue to de-
velop our alumni network on profes-
sional, cultural and social levels, since
such a network is of great value to the
alumni and the Center.
"As products of the Center, we have

become leaders in government, educa-
tion, the arts and business. I look
forward to witnessing increased partici-
pation by alumni in Association activi-
ties such as chapter projects and
regional workshops. I am secure in the
knowledge that our alumni will play
critical roles in Asia, the Pacific and the
United States as we enter the 21st
century:'

Puongpun Sananikone, Vice Chair for Pro-
grams and Planning
Sananikone previously served on the

Hawaii Chapter Board and chaired the
1988 directory ad campaign. He was a
student in ISI from 1964-68. Pursuing a
career as a development economist and
international business executive, he has
served as director of socioeconomic
planning with the Royal Government of
Laos, operations officer and chief
economist with Louis Berger Interna-
tional, and executive vice president
with Hawaiian Agronomics (Internation-
al). In his current position, he directs
an international management consulting
group, PacMar, Inc., which provides so-
cioeconomic development expertise to
both public and private clients through-
out Asia and the Pacific. He serves on a
number of Hawaii-based community
boards.
Puongpun says that the "EWCA pro-

vides a wonderful framework for
professional networking for those who
want to be a part of the emerging Asia-
Pacific Era. It also provides a forum for
us to contribute to furthering the ideals
and goals of the EWCA. But for the
EWCA to be effective, it needs both the
interest and commitment of former
grantees."

Vicki Shambaugh, Secretary/Treasurer
Shambaugh was on the Hawaii Chap-

ter Board for five years, serving as
secretary and treasurer. As director, of
research and development with the
Pacific Health Research Institute she is
involved in planning, proposal develop-
ment and coordination of research ac-
tivities. Projects include cancer,
arthritis, heart disease, leprosy and
quality/cost of care.
Vicki has supported many EWCA ac-

tivities including the East-West auction,
the 1985 International Alumni Confer-
ence, the Alumni-in-Residence fellow-
ship program and the Distinguished
Alumni award. She is the president of
the Board of Hawaii Planned Parent-
hood and serves as a host family for
the Friends of the East-West Center.
She says, "1 became interested in

working with the EWCA because of the
friends I developed at the Center-
friends who have played key roles in
shaping and enriching my life. Over
time this personal network has evolved
into a professional network as well. The
trust and understanding developed be-
tween people at the Center creates an
environment for mutually beneficial
work between countries as well as in-
dividuals. I hope my work on the
EWCA board will contribute to further
enhancing these relationships:'

AlumniChupterHuppenings
Chapter development is a top priority
of the new EWCA Board, says Chair-
man Sachio Semmoto, noting that there
are now 21 formally established chap-
ters, many of which are just getting
started. To assist them, the Center and

First, a Chapter Leaders Workshop is
scheduled from January 23-25, 1989, in
Honolulu. This workshop will bring
10-15 chapter leaders together with
Center officials and EWCA Board mem-
bers. The goal is to help define and de-
velop a strategic plan for the alumni
network. Specific objectives include up-
dating chapter leaders on current pro-
grams and priorities of the Center and
the EWCA; providing advice to chapters
on developing programs at the local lev-
el; identifying chapters willing to hold
regional meetings; and having each
chapter leader prepare an action plan
for his/her chapter. Second, the EWCA
is again offering incentive funds in sup-
port of chapter-initiated programs and
activities. Last year these funds allowed
the Beijing Chapter to organize a mini-
film festival, the Okinawa Chapter to
produce a directory of local alumni, and
the Hawaii Chapter to support its pro-
gram sending EWC students to visit
neighbor islands.

The EWCA Executive Board has unani-

mously approved the request of the
Thai Alumni Chapter to host the 1991
International Alumni Conference in
Thailand. Chamnong Vibulsri, president
of the Thai Chapter, reported to the Ex-
ecutive Board that Wichit Srisa-an, per-

University Affairs, has agreed to serve
as chair of the Executive Committee for
the conference. The conference will be
held in collaboration with the Ministry
of University Affairs, the Thai Alumni
Chapter, the East-West Center and the
East-West Center Association.
The Thai Conference Committee is

initiating plans to determine the theme,
program, time and venue for the con-
ference. More information will be avail-
able in upcoming issues of Centerviews.
In the meantime mark your 1991 calen-
dar NOW.

The EWCA New Zealand Chapter un-
der the leadership of John Gilbert has
published "The South Pacific Update;'
newsletter John says grew out of a
desire expressed at the Bali Conference
to strengthen EWCA regional ties. "The
newsletter is, at this stage, a single is-
sue enterprise;' says John. "The objec-
tive is to bring information from the
conference to the South Pacific alumni.
It also recognizes the very real difficult)
that alumni from the region have in

meeting face-to-face. As the emphasis
on EWCA activities is on 'information
giving' to support professional and per-
sonal links, we thought that a newslet-
ter with a regional perspective on the
conference would be useful:'

Several new chapters are forming. As a
result of the Bali conference, the EWCA
Bali Chapter has begun organizing un-
der the leadership of Ida Bagus Naren-
dra and Gus Kairupan. Under the
leadership of Reynaldo Garay, the
EWCA Los Angeles Chapter will hold a
membership meeting in November.
Leaders of this new chapter have met
with Dean Miyahira to plan activities.
And the EWCA Melbourne Australia
Chapter is emerging under the guid-
ance of M. Akbar Hessami and Denis
Bourke.

The EWCA Philippines chapter has
been busy. Within its program theme of
"Networking for Popular Democracy;'
the chapter cosponsored a forum on
"Perspectives on Women and the
Constitution" at Ateneo University, co-
sponsored a forum on the Nairobi Con-
ference on Women, conducted a forum
on Philippine membership in the Or-
ganization of Islamic Conference, and
held a roundtable discussion on "Inter-
national Influences on Philippine Edu-

cation." Other roundtable dialogues are
planned for the remainder of the year.

The EWCA Japan Chapter in Tokyo
published a newsletter last spring
which was sent to all alumni in Japan.
Alumni also held two seminars in Japan
this past March. Keizo Nagatani (ISI
1962-64), a well-known economist and
professor at the University of British
Columbia, spoke on "Oh, Canada!;'
and Joseph Kess (ISI 1962-65), a distin-
guished linguist at the University of
Victoria in Canada, spoke in Kobe on
"Difficulty and Ambiguity in English-
Syntactic, Discourse and Psycholinguis-
tic Approach."

The EWCA Washington, D.C., Chapter
cosponsored with the Asia Society a
May lecture on "The Politics of Energy"
by Toufiq Siddiqi, research associate at
the Center. D.C. Chapter member Mary
Jo Furgal (ISI 1965-68) organized an
aloha welcome for four EWC students
participating in the Washington Cam-
pus Program. Their sojourn in
Washington ended with a successful
picnic for alumni and students hosted
by Ardith (ISI 1962-64) and Russell
Betts (ISI 1962-64). The chapter is plan-
ning another cosponsored lecture in
November featuring Center President
Victor Hao Li.
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Deadlines set for distinguished alum, alumni fellowships
Announcement of Distinguished Alum-
ni Awards

Nominations are invited for the 1989
Distinguished Alumni Awards. These
awards, established by an endowment
fund donated by Dai-Ho Chun, former
director of the Center's Institute of
Technical Interchange, honor Center
alumni for exceptional accomplishments
in their professions and contributions
toward the promotion of better East-
West relations and understanding.
The 1988 Distinguished Alumni

Awards were presented to Soon Kwon
Kim, leader of the Hybrid Maize Projec
at the International Institute of Tropical
Agriculture, Ibadan, Nigeria; Pei Sheng
ji, director of the Kunming Institute of
Tropical Botany, Yunnan, China; and
Ricardo Trimillos, professor of ethno-
musicology, University of Hawaii.

If you are interested in nominating a
candidate for this award, write to the
Alumni Office, East-West Center, 1777
East-West Road, Honolulu, Hawaii
96848. The deadline for receipt of nomi-
nations is April 30, 1989.

Announcement of AIR Fellowships

Applications are now being accepted for
the FY 1990 Alumni-in-Residence Fel-
lowships. These fellowships provide a
$2,000 monthly stipend for up to six
months of research work at the East-
West Center. Preference is given to
proposals which enable alumni to com-
plete major projects which represent
the culmination of professional work
since leaving the Center.
In order to meet eligibility require-

ments, applicants must have had an
award of at least six months of continu-
ous residence at the Center and at least

boon ion Krn, leji, receive. the bstinguished Alumni Awu,d from Sarah IviyaLira,
dean of Student Affairs anti Open Grants.

five years must have elapsed since the
applicant's last affiliation with the
Center (excluding attendance at short-
term conferences or workshops).
Since the program was begun five

years ago, 21 alumni have returned to
the Center as alumni fellows. Three
alumni have been selected for FY 1989.
They are: Mohammad Asghar, senior
lecturer and head of Basic Agricultural
Sciences at the Univerity of the South
Pacific Alafua Campus, Western Samoa,
who will prepare a report on soils and
plant nutrition in Western Samoa; Sun-
tharalechmy Akinde, senior lecturer
with the Faculty of Education at Ondo
State University in Nigeria, who will
prepare teacher education resource

materials on environment and values
education; and Federico V. Magdalena,
professor of sociology at Mindanao
State University, the Philippines, who
will write on migration, ethnicity and
conflict in the Philippine South.
To apply for a 1990 Alumni-in-

Residence fellowship, write to the
Alumni Office, East-West Center, 1777
East-West Road, Honolulu, Hawaii
96848. The deadline for receipt of appli-
cations is May 15, 1989.

Regional Workshops

The Indonesian Alumni Chapter has
agreed to hold a Regional Workshop on

"ASEAN Economic Growth Through
Resource Development: 1990-2015' The
workshop will be held in conjunction
with the Indonesian Institute of Sci-
ences, the East-West Center and various
international organizations and insti-
tutions.
Didin Sastrapradja, former chair of

the EWCA Executive Board and vice
chair of the Indonesian Institute of
Sciences, said that the workshop will
focus on selected strategic development
issues which are essential for the
ASEAN region to achieve sustainable
growth over the next 25 years. The
specific areas for review will include
energy and mineral resources, renew-
able resources and the environment,
human resources and culture, and in-
formation resources. "We are looking
forward to working with the Center
and other organizations in the region in
continuing the dialogue begun during
our recent Bali Conference," he said.
The workshop, Sastrapradja added,

"recognizes that strategic planning by
national governments is generally fo-
cused on short-term perspectives and
limited to country-specific forecasts. In
an era of increasing interdependence, it
is essential to adopt a longer term per-
spective for strategic development at the
regional level.''
Puongpun Sananikone, EWCA vice

chair for programs and planning, noted
that "our hope is that other alumni
chapters will follow Indonesia's lead
and organize similar workshops in their
regions. Our goal is to hold one work-
shop in each major region before our
next international conference in 1991. If
this is achieved, the international con-
ference can serve to integrate and sum-
marize the results of these workshops."

Alumni give generously to help support new programs
Mahalo to the 582 donors who BATCHELLER, Kim Brian (Northern HWANG, Berlin P. L. (Taiwan) NARUSAWA, Norio (Japan)
contributed nearly $40,000 to Marianas) ISHIJIMA, Suguru (Japan) NASUTION, H. Ismail I. (Indonesia)
the 1988 Alumni Fund Drive. BEDORE, James M. (Washington, ISHIKAWA, Jiro (Japan) NISHIMURA, Kiyomi (Japan)

Thanks to your contributions D.C.)
BLOCK, William (Pennsylvania)

ISHIKAWA, Seishu (Japan)
ISHIMITSU, Tohru (Japan)

NODA, Yoshio (Japan)
NORTON, Douglas Russell

we were able to publish the BLUM, Charles (Washington, D.C.) JEONG, Dong-kun (North Carolina) (Washington, D.C.)
new International Alumni BOLLMAN, Frank H. (California) JISAKA, Ryuzo (Japan) OGASAWARA, Setsuo (Japan)

Directory, hold the Internation- BOWRING, Philip (Hong Kong) KANAYA, Shigeru (Japan) OKADA, Tae (Japan)

al Alumni Conference in Bali BRINCKMAN, Frederick (Maryland) KANEKO, Nobu Marumo (Japan) OSTERMANN, Gerald Alan (Illinois)
BUASRI, Saroj (Thailand) KASAT, Itsuko Ohki (Japan) OSTERMANN, Tsue Asami (Illinois)

and bring three Alumni Fel- BYRNE, Patricia (Australia) KATATA, Jun (Japan) PAITOONPONG, Srawooth
lows back to the Center. CHANDLER, Robert W. (Oregon) KATO, Juhachi (Japan) (Thailand)
We are deeply grateful to the CHANG, Suk-Jin (Korea) KATO, Taeko Ogawa (Japan) PALMER, Kevin Leigh (Malaysia)

following individuals who con- CHAPLIN, George (Hawaii) KIKKAWA, Mototada (Japan) PANG, Lydia Chao (Hong Kong)
PARK,CHAR, Kenneth F. C. (Hawaii) KIM, Lee-Tae (Korea) Jun Byong (Korea)

tributed to the fund drive: CHAVALIT, Yodmani (Thailand) KIM, Sookon (Korea) PARK, Yong Ho (Korea)
CHEEMA, Ghulam Shabbir (Japan) KIM, Suk Hyun (Korea) PELLEGRIN, David (Hawaii)
CHEN, Shih-min (Taiwan) KIUCHI, Yoshikatsu (Japan) PELLEK, Richard (Washington, D.C.)

ALUMNI SUPPORTER CHENG, C. K. (Hong Kong) KOBAYASHI, Eiji (Philippines) PENDERGAST, Jr., Thomas Michael

($500-$999) CHOI, Sang-Jin (Finland) KOSAI, Yutaka (Japan) (Japan)
CHOI, Uhn Kyung (Korea) KOSUGE, Toshio (Japan) PEREZ, Antonio T. (Philippines)

ABDULRACHMAN, Sukarno CRUISKSHANK, John Merrill (Aus- KOTAKE, Hideo (Japan) POSLUSNY, Warren (Hawaii)
(Indonesia) tralia) KUMON, Shumpei (Japan) RALPH, Kathleen Ann (New York)

BASUKI, Hendro (Indonesia) DELES-YABUT, Cotadela (California) KUSUMOSUWIDHO, Sisdjiatmo RAPU, Sergio A. (Easter Island)

HARADA, Takayoshi (Japan)
DOLAN, Susan Ballard (Texas)
DURHAM, Marvin L. (Oregon)

(Indonesia)
LAI, Fung-Wai Frances (Hong Kong)

RASYID, Arwin (Indonesia)
RICHARDSON, Stanley Dennis

IIZUKA, Peter S. (Japan) EBATA, Keisuke (Japan) LAW, Hieng Ding (Malaysia) (New Zealand)
KINNEY, Rose Tyson EVANS, John K. (Hawaii) LAZAR, Irving (New York) SAIDY, Nasir Ahmad (Hawaii)

(Maryland) EVANS, Shawn (Washington, D.C.) LEE, Mu Hwan (Korea) SAK-HUMPHRY, Chhany (Hawaii)

MAKEY, Sumi (Hawaii)
EWC SINGAPORE CHAPTER LEONARD, Richard H. (Hawaii) SANDERS, Daniel S. (Illinois)
(Singapore) LIN, Robert I-Nan (Taiwan) SANTUCCI, James A. (California)

OHFUJI, Yoshinori (Japan) FANG, Mark Tsuo-Rong (Taiwan) UN, Yuan-lin (Taiwan) SATHER, Jeanne Marie (Japan)
ZAINUDDIN, Mohd. Jalalud- FONCE, Jacques (New Caledonia) LING, Flora (New York) SATO, Masatoshi (Japan)
din bin (Malaysia) FUJITA, Fumiko (Japan) LOCSIN, Raul L. (Philippines) SCHMICKER, Michael Leo (Hawaii)

FURGAL, Mary Jo Rossi (Virginia) LODWICK, Kathleen L. (Missouri) SHAW, Cuyler (Hawaii)
GAO, Shutang (China) LUNDBERG, Paul Arthur (Indonesia) SHEIKH, Anees Ahmad (Wisconsin)

ALUMNI CONTRIBUTORS GENDRANO, Melga Torre (Hawaii) MAEDOMARI, Tamotsu (Japan) SHIMOJIMA, Toshio (Japan)

($100-$499)
GINSBURG, Henry David (United MAINGUY, Maurice H. J. (France) SHIN, Hyun Kyu (Korea)

SHIOIRI,Kingdom) MATSUBARA, Hisako (California) Kiyoshi (Japan)
ADAMSON, Keith E. (Hawaii) GINSBURG, Norton S. (Hawaii) MATSUI, Shimpei (Japan) SIEMER, Deanne C. (Washington,
AHMAD, Jamil (Bahrain) GUSTAFSON, Philip F. (Illinois) MATSUZAKI, Yoko (Japan) D.C.)
Al, Cynthia J. C. (Hawaii) GUSTAVSON, John B. (Colorado) MCLEOD, Jr., Maxwell George SIMANJUNTAK, Mangantar (Brunei)
ALFIAN, Noerwatis (Indonesia) HAGLELGAM, John R. (Federated (Hawaii) SMITH, Barbara B. (Hawaii)
ANANTHAN, C. S. (Japan) States of Micronesia) MEGAHAN, Walter F. (Idaho) SOEHANDOJO (Indonesia)
ANDERSON, Henry W. (California) HALBOUTY, Michel T. (Texas) MIRZA, Saiyed Idri (Saudi Arabia) SOEPARI, Soegeng (Indonesia)
ANDERSON, Michael Hugh HARA, Takeshi (Japan) MIYAUCHI, Takeshi (Japan) SOERJANI, Mohamad (Indonesia)
(Washington, D.C.) HARADA, Kenichi (Japan) MIYAZAKI, Kimie (Japan) SU, Pi-chong (Taiwan)

ARMBRUSTER, William R. (New HATANO, Masami (Japan) MURAKAMI, Yoshikazu (Japan) SUGURO, Yuzuru (Japan)
Jersey) HAYASE, Yasuko (Japan) MURRAY, Douglas P. (New York) SUKOWATEY, Anthony F. (Hawaii)

ASANO, MotOkazu (Japan) HEWETT, Robert (Hawaii) NAKAMURA, Chieko (Japan) SUZUKI, Itsuko Masuda (Hawaii)
BABA, Fusako (Japan) HIMES, Ronald (California) NAKATA, Katherine T. (Virginia) SUZUKI, Kanichi (Japan)
BACANI, Senen C. (Philippines) HSU, Priscilla (Texas) NAPRAVNIK, Doddy Som Giok SUZUKI, Yutaka (Japan)
I3ALASUBRAMANIA, Verthaiya HU, Fluey Te (Taiwan) (West Germany)
Thevar (Rwanda) HUANG, Fan-Yen (Taiwan) NARASIMHALU, Arcot Desai

BANERJEE, Ashok Nath (India) HUBER, Joan Basa (Florida) (Singapore)
BASKETT, Mary Welsh (Ohio) HUBER, Joseph P. (Florida) NARITA, Hiro (California)
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DA SILVA, Antonio B. (Philippines) KOH, Hikyoo (Texas) SAKAMOTO, Yukio (Japan)
continued from page 3 DARTING, Joyanna (Missouri) KDMATSU, Sakyo (Japan) SALUD, Norma Custodio (Illinois)

DAVENPORT, Thomas R. (Virginia) ICORNHAUSER, Michiko Usui SA-NGUANSAT, Tadsenii (Thailand)
TAI, Ravniond R. NI. (Taiwan)

DE GUZMAN, Maria Paz U.
(Philippines)

(Oregon)
KULIKOWSKI, Christine (New

SASANO, Nobuaki (Japan)
SAUNDERS, Robert S. (Mas-

TAJIMA, Mikio (Switzerland) DENNIS, Donald Allen (Michigan) Jersey) sachusetts)TAKAHASHI, Masao (Japan)
TAMM, Mar Margaret (New Jersey)

DIBIANCO, Paul Eugene (Hawaii)
DIETZ,

KUME, Teruyuki (Japan) SAWICKI, Arthur Frank (California)
TANAKA, Kbusaku (Japan)

Albert C. H. (Massachusetts)
DITSWORTH,

KURTENBACH, Elaine (Japan) SCHAEDEL, William John (Alaska)
"

TEPAYA, Rahieb (Thailand)
James Brian (Thailand) LANE, Stephen (Hawaii) SCHIEFFER, Kevin J. (Washington,

DJOGO, Anthonius (Indonesia) LANGHAM, Claire Koch (California) D.C.)TIN sflAING THEIN (Bangladesh) DODDS, Elizabeth A. (New York) LARSEN, Bach-Mai Pham SCHOPPA, Robert Keith (Indiana)TOCHIYAMA, Michiko (Japan) DOLAN, George (Hawaii) (California) SCHWEITHELM, James (Indonesia)TOMIYAMA, Shoharu (Japan) DONEHOWER, Ernest J. LARSEN, Gary Charles (California) SCRANTON, John H. (NewTOMONO, Monette (New Caledonia) (Washington) LAWRENCE, Philip L. (Texas) Hampshire)TOSCANO, Mercedes Marquezlim DUGAN, Gordon (Hawaii) LE GRANDE, Bruce (Wisconsin) SENGUPTA, Dipankar (Hawaii)(Hawaii) DUNN, Patricia (North Carolina) LEE, Chong Hee (Malaysia) SEWELL, William H. (Wisconsin)TOMITA, Teruhiko (Japan) EDELIN, Yvonne Giok (California) LEE, George 1-Chung (California) SHAMBAUGH, Vicki (Hawaii)TRACEY, Jr., Joshua I. (Virginia) EDINGER, Lois V. (North Carolina) LEE, Raymond L. (Malaysia) SHANEY, Kevin Robert (California)TSUCHIYA, Takashi (New York) EDMUNDS, Cynthia May (Maine) LEE, Won-dal (Korea) SHANMUGASUNDARAM,
UEHARA, Goro (Hawaii) EDWARDS, Laurence N. (Marshall LEVY, Lewis N. (Hawaii) Subramanyam (Taiwan)UNDERFER, Jerry L. (Ohio) Islands) LI, Jianshang (China) SHARMA, Martha Bridges (Virginia)WONG, Vivien Seah (Singapore) EHRIKE, Robert Reinhold LIM, Beng Choo Ang (Singapore) SHARMA, Narendra Prasad
\VU, Patzen (Taiwan) (Wisconsin) LIMA SOARES, Eduardo H. (Macau) (Virginia)\VU, Shanmei (China) ELMAN, Benjamin Abraham LITTLE, Suzanne J. (California) SHELDON, Mark L. (Hong) KongWU, Tsung-Hsien (Taiwan) (California) LOCASTRO, Virginia (Japan) SHIM, Young Kun (Korea)vU, Yau-Fong (Taiwan) ENG GEER, Jean (Hawaii) . LOGUE, Timothy John (Washington, SHULTZ, Edward John (Hawaii)YAMADA, Ynshio (Bangladesh) ENOMOTO, Lawrence M. (Washing- D.C.) SIDHWA, Anahita Thanawalla
YAMAMOTO, Yoji (Japan) ton, D.C.) LOKEN-KIM, Christine (Japan) (Texas)YAMAMOTO, Yuzo (Japan) ERBACHER, Richard B. (New York) LONG, Herbert Dale (Hawaii) SIMANDJUNTAK, Hasnah Achmad
YAMASHITA, Michiko Maeda ESHLEMAN, Glenna M. (Penn- LOPEZ-REYES, Ramon (Hawaii) salim (Brunei)

(Japan) sylvania) LOWRY, Cynthia Ann (Fiji) SINOTO, Yoshiko (Hawaii)YANAGAWA, Shutaro (Japan) EALLON, Richard G. (Pennsylvania) LOWRY, Patrick C. (Hawaii) SMITH, Donald Eugene (Penn-YANG, Shouu-Ch','ua (Taiwan) EARRAHER, Frances K. (Illinois) LUM, John B. (California) sylvania)YOKOTA, Masavuki (Japan) FARRINGTON, John William (Mas- LUNA, Constante A. (Philippines) SNIFFEN, Sa Nga KomphavongYOKOYAMA, Fise (Japan) sachusetts) LYND, John C. (New York) (Connecticut)YOO, Jin Hvong (Korea) FELDMAN, Reynold (Minnesota) MANHEIM, Frank T (Mas- SO, Wing-Cheung Daniel (HongZIAUDDIN, Abutaher Md. FITZGERALD, Margaret L. (Indiana) sachusetts) Kong)
(Bangladesh) FLECK, Stephen (Connecticut) MARINOS, Kathryn Mary (New SONG, Jae-Sam (Korea)

FOLEY, Mary Kathleen (California) Jersey) SONOMURA, Marion S. (Hawaii)
FOSTER, Brenda Lei (Hawaii) MARSELLA, Tony (Hawaii) STANLEY, David (Virginia)

ALUMNI ADVOCATES FOSTER, Larry Chapin (Hawaii) MARSHALL, Betsy Volkmann (New STEIN, Alan Lewis (New York)

(UP TO $99)
FREEDMAN, Ronald (Michigan) Zealand) STEPHEN, Elizabeth H. (Washington
FU, Xiafei (China) MARSHALL, Julie Ann (Colorado) D.C.)

ACKERMAN, Susan (Malaysia) FUJISAKA, James Samuel MATSUSHITA, Keiichiro (Japan/Sri STUDDARD, Theodore A. (Rhode
ADAMS, Paul W. (Oregon) (Philippines) Lanka) " Island)
ADANIYA, Ruth Fu)iko (Hawaii) GALLAGHER, Catherine Muirhead MCDOWELL, Jeffrey James (Penn- SU, Shangming (Virginia)
ADHIKARI, Ambika Prasad (Nepal) (New York) sylvania) SUEHIRO, Ineko (Hawaii)
AHN, Ks'u (Korea) GANNAWAY, Milann Fair (Georgia) MCLEOD, Beverly Marie (California) SUMBUNG, Peter Patta (Indonesia)
ALAIKONA, Jason (Solomon GARRETT, Helen M. (Colorado) MCWILLIAMS, Wayne C. SUTTON, R. Anderson (Wisconsin)

Islands) GAUGHAN, Warren (American (Maryland) TAKAHASHI, Masahiro (Japan)
ALCOSEBA, Ray Francis Canceko Samoa) MEACHAM, Lawrence (Hawaii) TAKAOKA, Hiroshi (Japan)

(Philippines) GAWEL, Michael John (Federated MELROSE, Jeffrey Madden (Hawaii) TAKAOKA, Michiko (Japan)
ALEXANDER, Charles D. States of Micronesia) MESNER, Thomas Hugh (Virginia) TALBOT, Lee M. (Virginia)
(California) GILLES, Claire (Pennsylvania) MILLER, Douglas L. (Virginia) TANIGUCHI, Chad Ken (Hawaii)

In Memory of Ralph H. Allee GOCHOCO, Joaquin J. (Vanuatu) MILLER, Keith L. (Guam) TEAIWA, Joan Martin (Fiji)
ALLEE, Ruth H. (California) GRAHAM, Jr., Walter A. (Kentucky) MILLER, Lucien M. (Massachusetts) THAPA, Yadab Singh (Hawaii)
AMPAI, Siwalee (Thailand) GRAY, Wallace (Kansas) MISKURA, Susan (Maryland) THOMAS, Lawrence Gregg
ANDERSON, Charles Elliott (Japan) GREENE, Herbert Gary (California) MOEMEKA, Andrew Azukaego (California)
ANG, Kwang Float (Brunei) GREENMAN, Elizabeth (Mas- (Nigeria) THOMPSON, Meg (California)
ANGELES, Liwayway Nora (Canada) sachusetts) MONDEN, Mitsuo (Japan) THURSTON, David Scott (Illinois)
ARNOLD, Richard Reed (Taiwan) GREENWOOD, Davydd (New York) MORENO, Celso (Peru) TIN, Kwok Chau (Canada)
ARONOFE D. Bert )Hawaii) GREGORY, Paul R. (Texas) MORGAN, Marian Dewalt (Virginia) TING, Jan Ching-An (Pennsylvania)
ASCHAR, Nlo'namrnad ('Aestern GROSS, Lloyd J. (Pennsylvania) MORGAN, Theodore (Wisconsin) TJIPTOHERIJANTO, Prijono
Samoa) GUERRERO, Daniel Roberto (Hawaii) MORITO, Yoshihisa (Japan) (Indonesia)

ASPERILLA, Purita (New York) GUILD, Philip W. (Florida) MORRIS, Barbara Smith (Michigan) TJOKROWARDOJO, R. Soetiman
AZORES, Tanya (California) GUNNARSON, John Richard MORSE, William Robert (Indiana) (Indonesia)
BALDAUF, Jr., Richard B. (Australia) (California) MOSES, Harry (Maryland) TOBIN, Richard J (New York)
BARLOW, Margaret (Michigan) HAHN, Lewis E. (Illinois) MOSURE, Eva J. (Florida) TONO, Toshihiko (Japan)
BARR, Joseph Pete (Australia) HALL, Jr., Edward Payson (Virginia) MOTUS, Cecile (Hawaii) TREMANTE, Louis (New York)
BEARG, David Warren HANSON, Earl D. (Connecticut) MUCHTAR, Rusdi (Indonesia) TRYON, Charles (Japan)
(Massachusetts) HARADA, Yutaka (Japan) MUNROE, Robert L. (California) TSIEN, Teresa Bik Kwan (New York)

BEHMER, Daniel Edward (Michigan) HARRIS, Jr., Jesse G. (Kentucky) MURPHY, George Marshall TSUYA, Noriko 0. (Japan)
BEHNFIELD, Lynne (New Mexico) HARTLEY, Eugene L. (Arizona) (Washington) U LAY MAUNG (Nepal)
BELLINGER, Roger (Hawaii) HASEYAMA, Takahiko (Japan) MYERS, John Sterling (Minnesota) UEHARA, Hideki (Japan)
BENSKY, Jonathan Michael HAYAKAWA, Iwao (Japan) NAKADA, Seiichi (Japan) VALENTINE, Carol Ann (Arizona)

(Malaysia) HAZARD, John N. (New York) NAKAMURA, Hisao (Hawaii) VALEO, Francis R. (Maryland)
BERMAN, Daniel (New York) HEYER III, Albert W. (Texas) NAKANO, Keiji (Japan) VAN SPANCKEREN, Kathryn (Aus-
BERMAN, Elizabeth P (New York) HICKEY, Charles David (Virginia) NAMPIAPARAMPIL, Xavier Joseph tralia)
BHATL Parameshwar (Canada) HIEBERT, Gordon L. (Thailand) (New York) VANTHANOURATH, Vongchanh
BHATTACHARJEE, Jiban Chanddra HLAWATSCH, George 0. (Japan) NAPOMPETH, Banpot (Thailand) (Hawaii)
(India) HOARE, Peter W. C. (Thailand) NARENDRA, Ida Bagus Ngurah VARANINI III, Emilio E. (California)

BIRDSONG, William M. (California) HOWARD, Jay (Texas) (Indonesia) VITYAKON, Patma (Thailand)
BITTERMAN, Mary G. E (Hawaii) HOWLEY, Mary Catherine (Con- NEFf) Kenneth L. (Michigan) VUYLSTEKE, Richard Ralph (Taiwan)
BOIILANDER, Roy Nicholas necticut) NELSON, Kathryn Jane (Colorado) WALLRABENSTEIN, Paul (Hawaii)
(Connecticut) HOY, John Valdemar (Georgia) NIEMEYER, Roger C. (Michigan) WALTI, James R. (California)

BOSTWTCK, )r., Bordette E. (Hawaii) IISIEH, Jiann (Hong Kong) NIMMO, Harry A. (Hawaii) WANGASADIDJAJA, Sopari S.
BREWER, Barbara Anne (Australia) HUANG, Tso4seng (Taiwan) NISHIHIRA, Fumiko iliga (Japan) (Indonesia)
BRILLANTES, Alex Bello HUBBARD, E. Jane Albert (New NIXON, Morton D. (Utah) WANGSAMIHARDJA, Sofijandi

(Philippines) York) NOMURA, Yoshihiro (Japan) (Indonesia)
BROADDUS, Florence (Florida) HUFSCHMIDT, Maynard M. NORDBROCK, Anita C. (Arizona) WATERS, Jr., Elzberry (Virginia)
BLDAR, Eva C. (Hawaii) (Hawaii) NUMATA, Makoto (Japan) WATSON, James B. (Washington)
BUMILLER, Dorothy (California) HUGHES, Thomas Patrick (Mm- OJHA, Nara Nath (Hawaii) WEI, Ming-Shiunn (Taiwan)
BURIAN, Chalintorn N. (Thailand) nesota) OLIVER, Robert (Maryland) WEILBACHER, Bermin Fritz (Fed-
BURIAN, Fred (Thailand) HURD, Jane Newcomb (Washington, OLSON, David Lee (Minnesota) orated States of Micronesia)
BURNET, George (Iowa) D.C.) OTA, Mikio (Japan) WEILBACHER, Phiengphen
CAMPBELL, Ronald G. (Ohio) HYDE, Sandra Lee (Minnesota) OWENS, James Edwin (Japan) Stholasuta (Federated States of
CASCIO, Charlotte J. (New York) ICIlIHARA, Teruhisa (California) PACIFIC RIM FOUNDATION Micronesia)
CASTAGNER, Arnold D. (Vermont) IDO, Yoshlo (Japan) (Hawaii) WENTLAND, David Ambrose
CHANG, Ta Jen (Hawaii) IKEMOTO, Akira (Japan) PANDELL, Effie A. (California) (Wisconsin)
CHANTAVY, Saichay Soukhaseum IM, Ho-Suk (Korea) PANG, Loretta (Hawaii) WHITE, Ingolia Limartha (Hawaii)

(Hawaii) IWATA, Osamu (Japan) PARK, Kwan-Sik (Korea) WILCOX, Dennis L. (California)
CHAPMAN, Barbara Ann (Virginia) JANARDHANAN, Ethirajan (India) PFLUGH, Willis C. (California) WILLIAMS, John E. (North Carolina)
CHAPPELL, Karen Hubenthal (Iowa) JAYAWARDIIANA, Walter (Sri Lanka) PHANACHET, Umphon (Thailand) WILSON, Patricia (Macau)
CHAPPELL, Wallace (Iowa) JOH, Jason N. (California) PHILIPS, Bradford Ryan (Indonesia) WILSON, Richard W. (New Jersey)
CHEN, Dadsam (Taiwan) JOHNSON, Dixon Clark (California) PIRIE, Carl J. E. (Maryland) WINGFIELD, Susan (Louisiana)
CHEN, Elizabeth C. (Maryland) JOHNSON, E. L. (Washington, D.C.) PRAMUDITA, Anggraita (Indonesia) WINSTON, Lucia Simon (New York)
CHEN, Ken Jer-Shi (Taiwan) JONES, Garth N. (Alaska) PRIOR, Sandra (New) York WINTER, Gerhard (West Germany)
CHEN, Thong Sy (California) KAEUPER, David (Washington, D.C.) PROBASCO, Herbert A. (Nebraska) WIRAKARTAKUSUM, Muhamad
CHERLIN, Andrew J. (Maryland) KAM, Dennis K. M. (Florida) PYRCZAK, Stephen (West Germany) Djuhari (Indonesia)
CHOTZEN, Yvonne Elisabeth KANJA, Janet T. Matsuda (Hawaii) QUIGLEY, James M. (New York) WIRAMAJA, Lalu (Indonesia)
(Hawaii) KARTASUBRATA, Junus (Indonesia) RADOSEVICH, George Edward WOLMAN, Abel (Maryland)

CHRISTOFFERSON, Jeanne L. G. KATO, Motoo (Japan) (Colorado) WOO, Manuel R. (Hong Kong)
(California) KATO, Yuichi (Japan) RANGANAYAKI, Rambabu WRIGHT, Gary K. (Washington,

CLEAVER, Charles (Iowa) KATOH, Mitsuo (Japan) Pothireddy (Texas) D.C.)
COATS, Barry W. (Hawaii) KEALI'INOHOMOK, Joann Marie RASMUSON, Mark Russell XIA, Kan-Yuan (China)
COBURN, Barbara M. (New York) (Arizona) (Washington, D.C.) YATIM, Yusof Suhaimi (Malaysia)
CONCEPCION, Mercedes KEIM, Willard Dennis (Hawaii) RATARASARN, Wannee (Thailand) . YEATON, Stephen Hinman (Hawaii)

(Philippines) KIM, Soon Kwon (Nigeria) RAYEJ KAFSHGIRI, Mohammad Vali YEE, Honwing William (Fiji)
CRAINE, Martha Lou (Florida) KIM, Young-Yun (Illinois) (California) . YOUNG, Russell Leslie (California)
CROCOMBE, Ronald (Fiji). . KIMURA, Masashi (Japan) RICHMOND, Ronald Neville YOUNGBLOOD, Robert L. (Arizona)
CROUCH, Richard Tai'iui (Hawaii) KINERNEY, Eugene J. (Washington, (Australia) YU, Jing Lu (California)
CROWELL, William G. (Washington, D.C.) RICHTER, Linda Kay (Kansas) ZANDSTRA, Bernard H. (Michigan)
D.C.) KING, Lovern Root (Washington) ROBERTS III, James M. (Virginia) ZANELLA, William Mark (Hawaii)

CWIK, Lawrence John (Oregon) KITANO, Yasuko (Japan) ROSS, Harold M. (New York) ZHAO, Guang (China)
CYGAN, Patricia Subica KLOKE, Cort W. (California) RUSH, Ramona R. (Kentucky) ZUEHLKE, Sheila (Virginia)
(Washington) KOBAYASHI, Cleo Milliman (Hawaii) SAITOH, Eiji (Japan) ZUMWINKLE, Robert G. (Kentucky)
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Film symposium focuses on family
Home is where the heart-and the hurt-is

by Wimal Dissanayake

Eugene

O'Neill, the celebrated
matist, once said that all dram
takes place within the family

is absolutely right; indeed, one can
even expand this claim to include all
forms of narrative. Fairy tales, ballads,
the Bible, epics, the works of Sophocles
and Shakespeare, soap operas and the
novels of Tolstoy and Dickens, in one

way or another deal with the problems,
tensions and privations associated with
the family. Film is no exception. The

family presents us with a microcosm of
the joys and sorrows, hopes and anxie-
ties, triumphs and defeats typical of the
world at large. This makes it a con-
venient domain for scholarly and artis-
tic exploration.
The family is one of the oldest of hu-

man institutions; it is also considered to
be the smallest unit which has a palpa-
ble impact on society and state.

Religionists see it as representing the
will of God; economists study it as an
economic unit; anthropologists inves-
tigate it as a human institution which is

vitally connected with issues ranging
from kinship to land tenure; psycholo-
gists seek to examine the interpersonal
conflicts generated by the dynamics of

family members as well as the positive
environment the family can provide.
Hence, scholars studying the family are

apt to emphasize its different aspects
depending on their theoretical predilec-
tions and academic vantage points. The

general point, however, is that the fam-

ily furnishes us with a wonderful insti-
tution through which to study man and

society.
The family has become such a com-

pelling focus of examination for scholars
and creative artists alike because it
makes concrete the contradictory pulls
of society. Family is seen as a haven
from the cruelties of the outer world, a

place of education and socialization, in-
culcation of norms and values, love,

harmony and security. On the other
hand, the family is also seen as a

highly-charged emotional milieu in
which latent brutalities and cruelties
come into play, a place where human
freedom and spontaneity are curbed,
and where human personality is

warped. Edmund Leach, in his con-
troversial Reith Lectures of 1967, main-
tained that far from being the basis of
the good society, the family, with its
narrow privacy and tawdry secrets, is
the source of all our discontents. These

contradictory perceptions and their con-

sequences naturally hold a great fasci-
nation for scholars as well as novelists,
dramatists and filmmakers.
Filmmakers, both in the East and

West, have found the institution of the

family to be an excellent subject for
cinematic exploration. Of them, Yasujiro
Ozu perhaps deserves most attention.
Ozu was preoccupied by one theme-
the family and its decline. In over 50
films, Ozu explored through a limited
number of characters and situations the
emotional attachments, mutual depen-
dencies, selfhood and freedoms as-
sociated with family life. A dimension
of family life that stirred his deepest
imagination is the conflict between

generations.
Let us consider his film The Only Son.

Tsune, a widow, is advised by a young
school teacher that her only son,

Ryosuke, must go to Tokyo for a good
secondary education. This means addi-
tional financial burdens for Tsune. Time

passes by and Ryosuke has matured;
Tsune goes to Tokyo to visit him. He
takes her to the poor quarter of the city
where he lives. There Tsune learns that
her son is married and has a child. The

glorious expectations and dreams that

A scene from "'Ihe 'u Handy,'' (1/,	 (7] 0, ':
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the mother had for her son begin to
wither away, leaving her with the harsh

reality. The disappointment of the
mother is met by the shame and guilt
of her son. Tsune had made great
financial sacrifices on behalf of

Ryosuke, and he gradually begins to
realize this.
The forces of modernization also have

exercised a profound influence on the

family, challenging some of its tradition-
al structures and values. There are
those who would argue, armed with
social data of various kinds, that the

family as an institution is in a state of
crisis. High divorce rates, married wom-
en entering the labor market in ever

growing numbers, low birth rates and
the decline of family size, generational
conflicts, more children living with sin-

gle parents, all point to the magnitude
of this crisis.

Christopher Lasch, the well-known
historian, has said that while the family
once provided a haven of love and de-

cency in a heartless world, it does not
do so any more. External forces such as

advertising, the media and family
professionals have invaded the family
and robbed it of its function and

authority. Corporate capitalism, he
adds, with its emphasis on insatiable

consumption has contributed to the cre-
ation of a "culture of narcissism" where

caring for others has all but ceased to
be a social value.

This challenge to traditional values
can often be seen most clearly in films
from the developing countries. One of
the most widely discussed Asian films
in recent times, The Mirage by the

young Indian film director Nirad Mo-

haptra, deals precisely with the issue of
modernization.
The Mirage is set in Orissa and por-

trays the dissolution of a middle-class
extended family and the emotional an-

guish and moral uncertainties that it

brings in its wake. Raj Kirhose Babu is
an elderly headmaster of a school who
lives with his mother, wife and five
children. The eldest son works as a lec-
turer and is dutifully conscious of his
filial obligations. The second son, who
has done well in his studies, is his
father's favorite. The father expects
much from him in terms of the welfare
of the family. The third son sees him-
self as a failure and leans very heavily
for support on the family, while the
fourth son is rebellious and has no

compunction in challenging the tradi-
tions and norms of conduct endorsed

by the family.
The second son succeeds in securing

a lucrative job and marries a woman
who is socially superior to him. He and
his wife come home bringing with
them the numerous gifts they received.
New furniture and new appliances are

brought, and the household becomes
different from what it was. Before long
tensions surface, threatening the peace
and tranquility of the family. The sec-
ond son's wife refuses to play the role
of the traditional daughter-in-law, in the

way that the eldest son's wife does. A
sense of antagonism develops between
them. The second son and his wife
leave for the city; the grandmother
dies; the eldest son has been trans-
ferred to the state capital and decides to
leave home. In his film, Nirad Mohap-
tra sensitively portrays how external
and internal frictions result in the disin-

tegration of the extended family.
Modern feminism is still another force

that has dramatically challenged the

presuppositions of the family. Women
who were once confined to a shadowy
existence, their identity denied and
their existence marginalized, have been

encouraged to redefine their existence
in accordance with their own aspira-

tions, to go out of the household to the
world of work which has remained

largely the preserve of the male. The
feminist movement ushered in a new
consciousness and gave greater voice to
women, thereby urging a re-evaluation
of the concept of the family.
During the last two decades film the-

ory and cultural studies have made

rapid strides, with feminist theory mak-
ing a distinctive contribution. The net
result of this has been a fundamental

rethinking of the representation of the

family in cinema. Feminist scholars
have pointed out how stereotypical im-

ages of women have denied them their

identity, how femininity is constructed
in films, how patriarchal social relations
tend to marginalize women, how male

hegemony needs to be counteracted by
feminist interventions. As much of the

representation of women takes place
within the context of the family, the im-

plications of this mode of thinking for
the cinematic representation of the fa-

mily are enormous.

Family continues to be one of the
most important subjects for filmic

representation both in the East and the
West. This is hardly surprising. The

family is one of the oldest of human in-
stitutions, representing in microcosm
the tensions of the wider world.

''Family and Cinema: East and West'' is
the theme for the film symposium of the
1988 Hawaii International Film Festival.
The symposium will bring together scholars
and filmmakers to present papers and dis-
cuss family life and its relation to the

region's cinema. Wimnal Dissanayoke, zoho
heads the Center's film program, is editor of
the East-West Film Journal. To subscribe to
the journal, write to the University of
Hawaii Press, 2840 Kolozodlu Street,
Honolulu, 1-11 96822 or call (808) 948-8255.
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Sea of Japan: a backwater may haye a brighter future
by Grady Timmons

Surrounded

by Japan, Korea and
the Soviet Far Fast, the Sea of
Japan has, since the close of the

Pacific War, been relegated to the status
of a backwater. Maritime and trade ac-
tivity in Japan has centered on its Pa-
cific side, while to the Soviet Union,
the Sea of Japan generally has been as
unimportant as it is distant from
Moscow. For North and South Korea,
interest has long been tilted toward the
Yellow Sea which borders with China.
That began to change when, in a 1986

speech in Vladivostok, Soviet leader
Mikhail Gorbachev declared the Soviet
Union a Pacific power, one that intend-
ed to participate in Pacific development.
This signaled that the Vladivostok naval
facilities, and other ports on the Sea of
Japan, might become the hub of new
activity, giving the Sea a new im-
portance.
The Sea of Japan was recently in the

news again, as the subject of an East-
West Center conference in Niigata,
Japan. The conference, attended by
scholars and policymakers from Japan,
South Korea, China and the United
States, was the second in a series on
critical maritime issues and the possibil-
ities for cooperation in the East Asian
Seas. Its spirit was perhaps best cap-
tured by Hisao Kanamori, a leading
Japanese economist who painted a
futuristic scenario of Chinese and
Korean labor combining with Japanese
capital and management to develop
Siberian resources and change the Sea
of Japan from a backwater to a thriving
body of commerce.

'Although a bit far-fetched) the spirit
of the idea was nevertheless embraced
by everyone in attendance;' says Norton
Ginsburg, the director of the Center's
Environment and Policy Institute, it was
also what officials of the host city of
Niigata had in mind. Situated on
Japan's western coast, Niigata hopes to
be a main beneficiary of any future in-
crease in trade.

According to Ginsburg, there were
two major purposes to the conference:
to gather materials for forthcoming pub-
lications, including a policy atlas on the
East Asian Seas; and to bring together
countries which normally would not be
talking to one another.
In this case, that included almost

everyone. Indeed, historical animosities
among Japan, Korea, China and the
Soviet Union are well known. North
Korea declined an invitation to attend
the conference. Academician Ilychiev,
head of the Far Eastern Branch of the
Soviet Academy of Sciences, had com-
mitted to send 10 Soviet maritime ex-
perts to the conference. However, they
failed to show, although their papers
were presented by Center Senior Con-
sultant John Bardach. 'As far as we can
ascertain, it was a bureaucratic foul-up
on the Soviet side that led to their ab-
sence;' says Ginsburg. "It wasn't due to
malice or indifference or ideological
differences!' On an optimistic note,
Academician Ilychiev has since apolo-
gized for their unexpected absence and
expressed interest in hosting a follow-
up conference.
Issues addressed at the conference in-

cluded resources, trade, fisheries and
pollution. According to Center Research
Associate Mark J. Valencia, among the
findings were that seamounts in the
Sea of Japan may contain gold and that
there are signs of oil in some deep
water areas. Information on fisheries,
especially in the western and northern
parts of the sea, is limited. In fact, says
Valencia, one of the major findings of
the conference was how little is known
about the Sea of Japan.
Center Research Associate Joseph

Morgan says although the Sea of Japan
is generally quite healthy, there are
signs of pollution, particularly by mer-
cury. One of the interesting conference
findings is that pollutants have a long
"residence time" in the sea. "Residence
time is the time the water stays in the
sea before it is flushed out;' Morgan
says. "Residence time for the Sea of
Japan is about 300 years. By compari-
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The Sea of Japan-will it take on a new importance?

son, residence time for the Mediterra-
nean Sea, which is a much larger body
of water, is about 75 years. So any pol-
lutants you put in the Sea of Japan are
liable to stay!'
Ginsburg adds, however, that there

are presently no manifestly critical
problems in the Sea of Japan. "But one
function of a meeting like this is to an-
ticipate problems and to serve as an
early warning system, so that marine
activity and coastal development among
the surrounding countries will be be-
nign;' he says.
A number of subjects have been

delineated for cooperative scientific
research. These include basin studies
and detailed mapping of the seafloor,
an ecological study of fish stocks in the
northern and western parts of the sea
and the standardizing of data for the
Sea of Japan and its adjacent seas.
Other possible areas of cooperation in-
clude environmental protection, a ven-

ture in shipbuilding among Japan,
South Korea and China, weather
monitoring and broadcasting, naviga-
tion, and traffic separation schemes.
Cosponsoring the conference with the

Center were the United Nations Univer-
sity and the International University of
Japan. Others key participants included
Saburo Okita, chairman of the Institute
for Domestic and International Policy
Studies in Tokyo and a former Japanese
foreign minister; Kim Kihwan, presi-
dent of The Sejong Institute in Seoul
and a former deputy minister of eco-
nomic planning in South Korea;
Elisabeth Mann Borgese of Dalhousie
University in Canada and founder of
the International Ocean Institute in
Malta; Kinhide Mushakoji and Roland
J. Fuchs, vice rectors of the United Na-
tions University in Tokyo; and Lee-Jay
Cho, vice president of the East-West
Center.

Economics, ecology combined in graduate program
A new joint academic program of the
East-West Center and the University of
Hawaii will begin offering graduate stu-
dents a certificate in resource manage-
ment in 1989.
The program fills a void in the study

of resource-related problems and will
concentrate on the relationship among
resources, economics and the en-
vironment.
The Center's Resource Systems Insti-

tute and Environment and Policy Insti-
tute are involved in the program along
with the University's College of Social
Science and College of Tropical Agricul-
ture and Human Resources.
According to RSI research associate

Allen Clark, "In resource management,
economics and the environment are two
different sides of the same coin, and
students have to know both. What we
have found in the past is that Center
students from abroad obtain expertise
in a lone area such as energy or for-
estry and then go into ministries back
home where they are given much
broader responsibilities!'

Students need a wider perspective,
says Joseph Morgan, a research asso-
ciate in EAPI. "This is an area where a
lot of people need to be trained. We
look at it as an absolute necessity. All
you have to do is look at the Asia:.
Pacific region and its problems to see
how important a program this is!'
Problems relating to resources are

persistent and evolving, says Clark. At
first, governments were concerned with
obtaining access to resources. Then

there were questions of ownership of
resources and whether their develop-
ment could be sustained. Now govern-
ments are seeing the environmental
consequences of exploitation. Deforesta-
tion, for instance, leads to loss of bio-
logical diversity while mining leads to
pollution, and so on.
Sound management of resource en-

dowments in the Asia-Pacific region,
adds Morgan, is critical for sustainable
economic development. Water, soil,
forests, oceans and other renewable
resources can be managed for long-term
yields or they can be degraded through
short-term mismanagement. Informa-
tion, education and training in analyti-
cal methods are prerequisites to
responsible decision-making.
The resource management certificate,

which has had the strong backing of
Center President Victor Hao Li and
University of Hawaii President Albert
Simone, is designed for students who
are pursuing graduate studies in tradi-
tional disciplines and also seeking ex-
pertise in environmental and resource
management.
The Center brings to the program its

expertise in development policy and
planning, and Center researchers will
lead a required seminar on resource is-
sues in the Asia-Pacific region.
To earn a resource management cer-

tificate, students must complete 15
credits, which include a course in
project evaluation and resource manage-
ment, one course in social science anal-
ysis that is outside of a student's

discipline, and two courses from one of
the following six fields: agricultural
resources management, energy/mineral
resources management, environmental
resources management, forestry man-
agement, marine resources management
and water resources management.
The resource management certificate

complements degree programs in fields
ranging from anthropology, botanical
science and geography to civil engineer-
ing and agricultural and resource eco-
nomics. The certificate will serve as a
valuable credential for those consider-
ing employment in the fields of energy,
resources and environmental manage-
ment and for positions at international
agencies, national and regional levels of
government, the private sector and pub-
lic interest groups.
For more information about the program,

contact the Department of Agriculture and
Resource Economics, Anthropology, Eco-
nomics or Geography at the University of
Hawaii, Honolulu, 1-11 96822. Or call the
program office of either the Environment
and Policy Institute or the Resource Systems
Institute (944-7555) at the East-West
Center, 1777 East-West Road, Honolulu, HI
96848.
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What'sWhat's to blame for floods in Bangladesh?
A September article from the Knight-
Ridder News Service noted that the
tragic floods which recently struck Ban-
gladesh were caused by the "wide-
spread and growing deforestation of the
Indian and Nepalese mountains to the
north."
The effects of those floods have been

well documented: several hundred peo-
ple died and an estimated 30 million
were left homeless. But according to
East-West Center Research Associate
Larry Hamilton, those who are blaming
deforestation are not only wrong but
obstructing a hard look at ways to
minimize the devastation of such di-
sasters.
"Even if entire river basins had been

in forest cover, monsoons of the magni-
tude that occurred recently in South
Asia would have still caused severe
flooding;' he says. "It was simply a
case of too much rain falling in too
short a time on land that had been
previously saturated '

Hamilton says it is widely, if mis-
takenly, believed that deforestation by
Himalayan residents is having disas-
trous downstream consequences for the
millions of people who inhabit the
Ganges plains. Moreover, he adds, the
subsistence mountain farmer is being
used as the scapegoat.
Hamilton says that, in fact, the forests

most often pointed to with horror, the
Middle Mountains of Nepal, are not
disappearing at an alarming rate. A re-
cent survey of this region has shown
that although there has been a reduc-
tion in forest density (with the situation
varying within localities), between 1964
and 1978 there has been little actual
loss of forest area. Moreover, it is
doubtful that there has been massive

deforestation since 1978. Indeed, there
is evidence that there has been an in-
crease in forest land in some areas of
the Middle Mountains due to the de-
velopment of community forests and
the fact that livestock are increasingly
fed in stalls and not allowed to graze.
Heavy or prolonged rainstorms cause

landslips, says Hamilton, in forest and
brushland as well as in agricultural

store water, soils do. Although remov-
ing forests and using the land for crop-
ping or grazing will reduce the ability
of the soil to accept and store water,
conversion of land into well-maintained,
terraced agriculture does not apprecia-
bly aggravate flooding. Regrettably, he
admits, some of the agriculture that has
replaced forests in the mountain coun-
try upstream of Bangladesh is abusive

	celerate surface erosion which eventu-
ally becomes sediment, but this contri-
bution is dwarfed by the natural
sources of river sediment," he says.
"The Himalayas are an area of general
slope instability, mountain uplift and
earthquakes. This results in instability
and an incredible number of landslides.
In addition, outbursts from glacial lakes
sometimes produce walls of water that
move vast amounts of sediment to low-
er stream areas."
Those who lay the blame on defores-

"The real crisis is that these mountain
tation, says Hamilton, dramatize their
case by saying that more than 400 mil-

societies, which possess a large fund of
lion people in the South Asia lowlands
are being held hostage by 46 million

environmental wisdom, are being threatened by'
peasant farmers in the uplands. The
real crisis, in his opinion, is that these

international political posturing."
mountain cultures and societies, which
possess a large fund of environmental
wisdom, are being threatened by inter-
national political posturing that may- curtail their livelihood.
To help reduce the severity of floods,

lands. However, since Nepalese moun-
tain farmers whose terraces have
washed out need the land for the
production of food, they work to re-
store and stabilize them as soon as pos-
sible. They have been farming, terracing
and restoring for hundreds of years and
are not the ignorant peasants some
have made them out to be, says
Hamilton.
On the other hand, poorly located

and maintained roads in the Himalayas
are a major direct contributor of sedi-
ment to streams, he says. These road-
caused landslides aggravate flooding
problems by reducing river capacity or
even temporarily creating dams which
burst as more water backs up.
Hamilton notes that forests do not

and does result in more rapid run-off of
water. However, the soils there general-
ly are not deep and could not store
huge quantities of water even in their
fully forested state.
The increased run-off from these re-

mote mountain watersheds, Hamilton
says, is small compared to the accumu-
lated water from all natural sources in a
major storm or monsoon. He points out
that the stricken part of Bangladesh is
basically an overpopulated delta which
is naturally prone to flooding. Com-
pounding the problem is the build-up
of sediment in rivers that reduces the
capacity to accommodate excess water
during a monsoon.
"The removal of forests in the hills

and the inappropriate use of land ac-

Hamilton suggests restricting occupancy
of the most serious flood-prone areas,
structurally improving buildings, im-
proving flood warning and evacuation
programs and constructing floodwater
storage reservoirs further upstream. Bet-
ter mountain forest protection and
management will have benefits in
reducing locally the commonly occur-
ring small floods.
"Loss of forest is responsible for

many other problems including the dis-
appearance of biological diversity and
sources of useful wood and related
products;' Hamilton says, "but restoring
forests to the Himalayan hills will not
prevent recurrent flood catastrophes in
lower Bangladesh."
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Unity and communication
winning election issues
Steve Olive, an intern in the Environ- concerns had to be addressed collective-ment and Policy Institute, is the newly ly rather than by individuals. He alsoelected president of the 1989 East-West promised to improve communicationCenter Participants Association, between participants and the adminis-Olive, a native of Tennessee, is the tration.
first non-student elected president of Others elected to the EWCPA boardthe 15-member board. Participants in- were Beng Soo Yeap of Malaysia (vice-dude students, interns, fellows and president), Jayanthi Thasarathapany of
professional associates. Malaysia (secretary), Michael Carl of the
The participants association serves an United States (treasurer), Changzoo

advocacy role and carries out a variety Song of Korea (East Asia representa-of educational and social activities. tive), Kora Korawali of Papua New
These include publications, seminars, Guinea (Oceania representative), Dilip
Centergames and the International Fair. Das of India (South Asia representa-
Olive said that interns do not usually tive), Wiladlak Chuawanlee (Southeast

run for elective office because they are Asia representative), and Dma Pinos
at the Center on a short-term basis. (United States representative), Lew
Olive has an 18-month contract with Meteliz (Environment and Policy Insti-
EAPI, but said he decided to run be- tute representative), Saba Khattak of
cause of the encouragement he received Pakistan (Resource Systems Institute
from other participants and because of representative), John Howe of New
a strong desire to serve the Center. Zealand (Institute of Culture and Com-

"1 feel very fortunate to be here," he munication representative), Joan Butler
said. "A lot of things had to fall in of the United States (Population Insti-
place in order for me to come to tute representative), Patrick Tellei of
Hawaii, and I wanted to be able to give Palau (Open Grants representative) and hn:al Sabrina of Bangladesh, a biochemistry degree sí
something back." Akemi Zdanovich of the United States votes in the EWCPA election.
Olive ran on what he termed a (spouses representative).

"unity" platform, saying that participant

'Best and brightest' honored at Center's Makana awards

Debbie Matsumoto

Exemplary staff members who have
made significant professional contribu-
tions to the Center and served as a
source of inspiration to their fellow
workers were honored in October at the
annual Makana Awards.
In a half-hour ceremony at 1mm

Center-Jefferson Hall, Center President
Victor Hao Li announced and congratu-
lated the winners, who were showered
with leis by friends and fellow workers.
Receiving awards for outstanding

leadership in participant initiated activi-
ties and/or outstanding contributions to
recognized participant organizations
were Teresita Herrera and Manumaua

y (Fata) Simanu-Klutz.
Herrera, a degree student in the Insti-

tute of Culture and Communication,
was largely responsible for the birth of
Horizons, the journal of Asia-Pacific is-

sues written by Center participants. SF
was also chairperson of the EWC Phili1
pines Participants Association, publicil
coordinator for the International Fair, secu
tary for the participant computer co-op an
a member of the the East West Center Pa
ticipants Association (EWCPA) social con
mittee.
Simau-Klutz, a degree student in Ope

Grants, was recognized for being an effe
live leader in numerous activities spoi
sored by the EWCPA, the Pan-Pacif
Participants Association, the Pan-Pacif
Association and the Samoan Participan
Association. She was active in the Intern
tional Fair, the EWCPA social committei
Centergames and coordinated a tutori
program at the Kamehameha IV housin
project.
The award for distinguished contribi

tions to the community at large went I	e

	 Vasanthi Ranganathan, a degree student
-	 in Open Grants, for her promotion of

:y	 the culture, tradition and values of In-
-	 dia. She was an active speaker at public
d	 schools, assisted in cultural shows at
r	 the Ala Moana Center, and was a

-	 presenter at numerous area focus and	
core seminar discussions.

n		Gertrude Chun, a degree participant
c-	 in Open Grants, won the award for dis-
-	 tinguished service for outstanding con-

ic	 tributions to the Center and its mission.
ic	 Chun was chairperson for the 1988 In-
ts	 ternational Fair, a student facilitator for
i-	 the Consortium for Teaching Asia and

,	 the Pacific in the Schools, a member of
al	 the University of Hawaii Task Force for
g	 Samoan and Pacific island students, a	

volunteer speaker at rotary clubs and
i-	 the Professional Businesswoman's As-
:o	 sociation, and chair of the Cultural and	

Non-Formal Education Committee.		
This year's honor award, which is	

given to non-staff persons who have	
made a significant contribution to	
tostering better relations among people	
of different cultures, went to Alice	
Mathias, who dispenses lunch with a	
smile and encouraging word everyday		
t John A. Burns Hall.		
Receiving outstanding achievement	

:iwards were the following individuals:	
Dorothy Izumi, secretary, Resource Sys-	
tems Institute; Debbie Matsumoto,	
secretary, Public Affairs; Lillian Shi-	
moda, secretary, Resource Systems In-	
stitute; and Norma Uejo, secretary,	
Population Institute.		
Receiving special achievement awards	

were: Forrest Hooper, secretary, Pacific		
slands Development Program; Helen	
iKumagai, account clerk, disbursing sec-	
tion of Finance and Administration;	
Anne Li, editor, Population Institute;
rinip Miv	 ki cecretarv to the direc-,.-".-.- -.--J-,.-.-.-. --------------------------

tor of the Resource Systems Institute;
and Nathan Nakata, offset press super-

.1-

From left, Manumaua (Fata) Sirnanu-Klutz, Teresita Herrera, Center President Victor Hao Li, Vasanthi Ranga;iathan coo Cci rude Lhun

visor in the print shop.
Length-of-service awards went to

Sumiye Konoshima, Fannie Lee Kai,
Rose Nakamura and Fusae Uyemura,
who have been at the Center for 25
years; Wally Fujikawa, Walter Quensell
and Greg Trifonovitch, who have 20

years of service; and ten-year veterans
Joyce Gruhn, Linda Hamada, Meheroo
Iussawalla, Karen Lam, June Sato, Lil-
San Shimoda, Toufici Siddiqi, Kirk
Smith, Mark Valencia and Geoffrey
White.
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Olketa Solomon Aelanda rimembarem Wol Wo Tu*
by Grady Timmons

It-was in August of 1942 at Guadal-
canal and Nggela that the Allied
forces turned the tide in the Pacific

war against Japan. Although scores of
books have been written about those
battles and what happened in their af-
termath, the voices of the Solomon Is-
lands people have been largely left out
of those accounts.
A new book, The Big Death: Solomon

Islanders Remember World War II, takes a
big step toward rectifying that over-
sight. Compiled by a team of research-
ers headed by the East-West Center's
Geoffrey White, the book examines,
through oral histories, the roles that
Solomon Islanders played in the war
and the effects of the war on their his-
tory and culture.
The book succeeds on several levels.

On one level, it is first-rate storytelling
that stands as testimony to a rich oral
tradition in the Solomon Islands.
Among the narrators are William Ben-
nett, a Solomon Islander of European
and local parentage who was second-in-
command for a small scouting and
guerilla force that accounted for many
Japanese killed and captured without
incurring any casualties; James Sao and
Henry Vasula who, under cover of
night, helped rescue a pair of American
dive-bombers (one of whom was badly
wounded), passing them via canoes
from village to village down a 100-mile
stretch of coast; and George Maelalo
who, after volunteering for what was
surely a suicide mission, walked all
night through the jungle, and in the
early light of morning blew up a heavi-
ly guarded Japanese radar position.
Maclab not only escaped unharmed,
he returned with an enemy magazine
clip, which he garnered by releasing the
pin from the rifle of a sleeping Japanese
soldier.

Because the book is told from the
perspective of the Solomon Islanders, it
recounts the important roles they
played in combat, intelligence gather-
ing, coast watching and rescue opera-
tions. Indeed, one comes away
appreciating not only their heroism and
leadership but also their incredible
savvy.
William Bennett, for example, re

counts a story about a band of six
Japanese soldiers which had thrice
eluded the Americans. Bennett got
mission to have a go at the Japanese
with the promise from an Americar,
general that if he were successfii
would receive a case of cigarette
Bennett took his twelve men x

walking through the night, arriv,
his destination early the next moi,
"1 sniffed the air and I could smell
them because their body odor was very
distinct in the jungle ...."	 recalls. "1
went on ahead to a valley. I walked
slowly and quietly and directly ahead
of me were the six soldiers. They were
packing their belongings and were
about to leave. So I signaled my boys
and they came....We shot them all. We
buried them properly, took their guns,
their radios, and documents. And then
we returned to our camp....Then right
away the box of cigarettes arrived'
The Big Death seldom fails to be in-

teresting, but it is more than a collec-
tion of marvelous war stories. The war
changed the Solomon Islands and its
people. George Maelalo admits that
when he first joined the Solomon Is-
lands Defence Force as a youth of 18 he
did not even know what a soldier was.
After the war, Maelalo had a difficult
time adjusting to village life and left the
Solomon Islands for 18 years, traveling
the world as a seaman.
But the war also had its positive

aspects. At its start, Solomon Islanders
were under the colonial rule of the Brit-
ish, who, according to some Islanders,

exploited them and treated them as in-
feriors. There were poor pay, poor
working conditions, a host of legal in-
justices and a general refusal by the
"bosses" to eat or socialize with the
Solomon Islanders.
When American black soldiers arrived

during the war, the islanders were
taken back. As one of the narrators,
Jonathan Fifi'i, says, "We saw black
soldiers and they all wore white shirts,
and they wore trousers. And their job
was to work just like the white soldiers.
We drank out of the same glasses. They
gave us bread and we could just eat
with them. Things like this, we saw
them and we said, 'These white people
here do things with black people'....
These people here are really nice to us.
We can all sit on one bed, and we all
eat together.'"

With the encouragement of the
Americans, the Solomon Islanders
eventually fought against domination by
the British in the years after the war.
As Fifi'i says, the Americans "told us,
'If you do it, they will lock you up in
jail, they will tie you up, they will
shoot you. But you can't be afraid ....You
must stand up and look them in the
eye, be strong and big, and break the
ties holding you to the whites. That's
what we are telling you: And we were
not afraid. And we did it."
The authors admit that some readers

will disagree with certain historical in-
terpretations. They also admit that the
distortions of oral historical accounts are
'ell known. At the same time, they

:ote, "their historical value should not
>e underestimated. They provide a
ceded corrective to the Euro-centric

orientation of written accounts." They
also give a better understanding of con-
temporary attitudes in the Pacific island
region.
In keeping with that spirit, The Big

Death is told twice-first in Solomon
Pijin and then in English. The authors
say that even though Solomon Pijin is
the lingua franca of the Solomon Is-
lands, there is still very little pijin litera-
ture. "It is hoped," they write, "that
publishing a set of war texts will con-
tribute to the growth of such a litera-
ture and to efforts at standardizing a
Pijin orthography."
The Big Death is available through the

East-West Center Distribution Office, 1777
East-West Road, Honolulu, HI 96848. Cost:
$8.00 (includes surface postage). Make
checks payable to the East-West Center.

*In Solomon pijin, the title The Big
Death: Solomon Islanders Remember
World War II reads Bikfala Faet: Olketa
Solomon Aelanda Rimembarem Wol Wo
Tu.

with two Honolulu performances. At right, the nationally acclaimed Amherst Saxophone
Quartet, which delighted Honolulu audiences with classical, jazz and contemporary pieces.The free performances were sponsored by the Center's Performing Arts Series.
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ContractsGrantsG"i ts
Contracts and grants received by the East-West Center from August through Oc-
tober were:

$4,188,934 from the Agency for International Development for the DemographicData Initiatives project. Principal investigator: Lee-Jay Cho, Population Institute.

" $200,000 from the Agency for International Development for the ASEAN-U.S. In-
itiative project. Principal investigator: Seiji Naya, Resource Systems Institute.

" $5,579 from Resources Management International for the Citanduy Geographic
Information System: Phase II. Principal investigator: Jefferson Fox, Environment
and Policy Institute.

Donations from national governments included:

$100,000 from the Coordination Council for North American Affairs

Gifts to the East-West Center Foundation included:

" $25,000 from Castle & Cooke, Inc. for the Consortium for Teaching Asia and the
Pacific in the Schools project (CTAPS)

" $5,000 from First Hawaiian Bank for the Governor's Congress on Hawaii's Inter-
national Role

" $5,000 from GTE Hawaiian Tel for the Governor's Congress on Hawaii's Interna-
tional Role

On behalf of the participants of Taiwan, Paul Tso (right) of the Coordination Council for
North American Affairs presents Center President Victor Hao Li with a check for $100,000.
Since 1976, the Council has given more than $600,000 to support Center programs.

" $5,000 from Hawaiian Electric Company for the Governor's Congress on Hawaii's
International Role

" $1,000 from Hilton Hawaiian Village for the Governor's Congress on Hawaii's In-
ternational Role

" $5,000 from Oceanic Properties Inc. for the Governor's Congress on Hawaii's In-
ternational Role

" $1,000 from Theo H. Davies & Co., Ltd. for the Governor's Congress on Hawaii's
International Role

EWC,alendar
Calendar listings reflect events scheduled as of mid-November and represent only a portion
of programmed Center activities. Since events are subject to change, please consult the East-
West Center sponsor for details.

August 15-May 15. Chinese Journalist Trainee Seminar. EWC. An overview of Ameri-
can media and society and news issues in the EWC region. Sponsored by ICC and the
University of Hawaii Journalism Program. EWC coordinator: Paul Clark.

October 24-December 2. Vietnam: Cinema and the Arts. Burns Exhibition Hall. 9
am, to 5 p.m. weekdays. Exhibition of hand-painted posters of current Vietnamese films;
lacquer-medium vases, boxes and paintings; folktale prints and multi-media paintings.
Presented in conjunction with Vietnam films at the 1988 Hawaii International Film Fes-

tival. Sponsored by ICC. EWC coordinator: Benji Bennington.

November 12. Chinese in Hawaii: Tracing Family Histories. Burns Hall Audito-
rium. 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. Waverly B. Lowell, director of the National Archives-Pacific
Sierra Region, and other speakers will give a presentation on the resources available for

tracing family histories of Chinese immigrants to Hawaii. The program will include slides,
handouts and anecdotes of the discoveries of family sleuths. Sponsored by East-West
Center, the National Archives-Pacific Sierra Region, Bishop Museum, the Hawaii
State Archives and the Governor's Commission Commemorating the Chinese Bi-
centennial. EWC coordinator: Elisa W. Johnston.

November 19-21. The Soviet Union in the Asia-Pacific Region. Honolulu. Par-

ticipants in a planning meeting for the next phase of the project will present papers on the

topic "The Soviet Union and Southeast Asia" in an East-West Center organized panel at

the American Association for the Advancement of Slavic Studies. Sponsored by RSI.
EWC coordinators: Charles Morrison and Pushpa Thambipillai.

November 21-January 31. A Moment in Time. Fourth floor of John A. Burns Hall
9 am. to 5 p.m. weekdays. A set of National Palace Museum replicas of ceramics from
the Sung, Yuan, Ming and Ch'ing Dynasties. Also color photographs of the East-West

Center's Japanese Garden by Forrest Hooper. Sponsored by ICC. EWC coordinator:

Benji Bennington.

November 27-December 3. Eighth Hawaii International Film Festival. Hawaii. Sig-

nificant feature films and documentaries from Asia, the Pacific and the United States re-

lated to the theme "When Strangers Meet" are screened and discussed. Sponsored by
EWC, government organizations, businesses and individuals. EWC coordinator:
Jeannette Paulson.

November 27-December 3. Rural Transformation. Chiang Mai, Thailand. Joint semi-
nar of the Asian Productivity Organization (APO) and the Resource Systems Institute to
review the primary characteristics and consequences of Asia's rural transformation, assess
the implications of transformation processes for work employment opportunities in rural

areas, and evaluate education strategies that can improve the abilities of rural households to

participate in the process of national development. Sponsored by RSI and APO. EWC
coordinators: Michael Manson and Bruce Koppel.

November 28-December 2. Symposium on Family and Cinema: East and West.
Hawaii. Film experts from Asia, the Pacific and the United States discuss the topic "Fami-
lies and Cinema: East and West"from Eastern and Western perspectives. Sponsored by
ICC. EWC coordinator: Wimal Dissanayake.

December 7,. 8 and 9. Baroque Ensemble Strings. 8 p.m. Keoni Auditorium, 1mm
Center-Jefferson Hall. Concert by harpsichordist Eiji Hashimoto, joined by a 14-piece
string ensemble from the University of Cincinnati's College-Conservatory of Music. Featur-

ing classical and baroque composers (Handel, Haydn, Geminiani and C. P. E. Bach) as
well as Japanese (Arima and Taki). For ticket price and information, call 955-8821. Spon-
sored by EWC Performing Arts Series and Hawaii Public Radio. EWC coordinator:
William Feltz.

December 7-January 20. Blanket Series: Alonzo Davis. Burns Exhibition Hall. 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays. Woven and painted strips of canoa and paper reflect the ar-
tist's fascination with handwoven textiles, quilts, carpets, scrolls and buffalo hides and the
native-American concept of the blanket as "spirit catcher." Davis is the East-West Center's
artist-in-residence through January 1989. Sponsored by ICC. EWC coordinator: Benji
Bennington.

December 12-16. Botanical Pest Control. Los Banos, Philippines. The conference will
review results of multi-disciplinary studies conducted by institutions in Bangladesh, China,
India and the Philippines and define possible follow-up. Sponsored by RSI, Asian De-
velopment Bank and International Rice Research Institute. EWC coordinator:
Saleem Ahmed.

January 2-13. Asian Family Surveys. EWC. Participants from Thailand, Korea and the

U.S. will finalize questionnaires based on focus group sessions and informal interviews con-
ducted in Thailand and Korea in October-November 1988. Sponsored by P1. EWC coor-
dinator: Linda G. Martin.

January 9-13. Improving Urban Management Policies. EWC. The workshop will
review the state of the art of urban management policies and programs in developing coun-
tries; provide a forum for discussion of the related research activities of international or-

ganizations and research institutions; and identify policy-relevant research needs and

priorities and related methodological issues. Sponsored by P1 and the United Nations

University. EWC coordinator: G. Shabbir Cheema.

January 15-20. Offshore Hydrocarbon Regulation and Management and Prospects
for Joint Development in Southeast and East Asia. Bali, Indonesia. Fourth in a ser-

ies of workshops which will examine the geologic, economic and legal aspects of offshore
hydrocarbon regulation and management and prospects for joint development in Southeast

and East Asia. Sponsored by RSI. EWC coordinator: Mark J. Valencia.

January 18-20. Pacific Basin News Developments Seminar. EWC. Asian newspaper
editors and East-West Center resource persons brief American editors on major developments
in the Asia-Pacific region. Sponsored by ICC. EWC coordinator: Richard Leonard.

January 23-27. International Conference on China's Urbanization. EWC. A report on
research findings and discussion of their policy implications. Reports also on urban growth
and development in other Asian countries, especially on those aspects that may be relevant

to China. Sponsored by P1. EWC coordinator: G. Shabbir Cheerna.

January 25-March 24. China: Land of Change. Burns Exhibition Hall. 9 am, to 5
p.m. weekdays. Storyboards illustrate the findings of a Center research project concerned

with cultural and social changes taking place in the People's Republic of China. The

storyboards and the accompanying brochure will note changes in family life, education, en-

trepreneurship, communication and other topics. Sponsored by ICC. EWC coordinator:
Benji Bennington.

EAPI-Environment and Policy Institute; 1CC-Institute of Culture and Communication; PIDP-Pacific Islands Develop-
ment Program; P1-Population Institute; R51-Resource Systems Institute; SAOG-Student Affairs and Open Grants.


